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INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

DESCRIBETHEDIFFERENTTYPESOFSPECIALISEDPROPERTIES

INTRODUCTION

This module will consider 5 types of common specialised property land uses:

LEARNINGOUTCOMEf

. Commercial

. Industrial

. Retail

. Rural.

. Broadacre

There are of course other specialised property land uses but by covering
these five, the basic approach and analysis are illustrated and can be applied
to other land uses.

The analysis of specialised property should be on the same basis as for other
land uses;the SWOT analysis. The advantage of the SWOT analysis is that the
subject land is put into context so. that it is evaluated according to the
environments that affectit. SWOT requires the land to be evaluated according
to:

.

S= strengths
W=weaknesses

O= opportunities
T = threats.

From a marketing and selling perspective, weaknesses and threats are riot
promoted and advertised but nevertheless they should be part of the analysis
as total information forthe owner and once known, ways and means can be
found to mitigate their effect on the expected sale price.

The land features under SWOT can be classified into:

. MACRO: Those features outside the land boundaries and outside the
control of the owner. For example, the distance to the nearest railway
station.

. MICRO: Those features that are part of the premises. For example, the
age and condition of the building.
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INTRODUCTIONTOSPlDC1ALISEDPROPERTYSALES

. MICRO MICRO: The status of the tenants in the building and their effect
on value. For example, a building subjectto a government tenancy is
usually seen as' a strength.

The best way to analyse the importantfeatures is to analyse advertisements in
the property press. Advertisements quickly and clearly provide a list of
features that the marketers and owners think are important. The participant
should keep a track of advertisements that cover his/her area of specialty for
such analysis.

MAIN FEATURESOFCOMMERCIALPROPERTY

Commercial property is generally, office accommodation. The features of
commercial properties vary greatly according to accommodation type,
building and location. Except perhaps for rural properties, the marketing of
commercial property involves the use of more specialist terms (and jargon)
than any other land use. It is essential that the selling agent understands these
terms.

The property classes are analysed according to the SWOT analysis. This is a
very useful means of looking at or analysing property according to the
following subject headings:

S = strengths
W=weaknesses

O = opportunities
T = threats

It is recommended that all property be analysed in this manner and in that way
allfactors that affectthe property's value are accounted for.
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DESCRIBETHEMAINFEATURESOFCOMMERCIALPROPERTY

The Agents Act, 968 (ACT) defines commercial premises as follows:

" means premises in which a business, trade, profession or calling is
carried on, excluding any part of the premises that is used for
residential purposes" (s5(,)).

This definition is broader than just office accommodation and would for
example, also apply to industrial lands.

A specialised land use generates a specialised language, jargon and
terminology of it's own. The language and terminology that the commercial
agent needs to know are those that marketers/sellers and buyers recognise
and understand and are pertinent to the value of such properties. Many of the
following factors also apply to the other specialist properties covered in this
module.

The more importantfactors that apply to commercial properties using the
SWOT analysis are as follows:

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROFERTYSALES

MACROSTRENGTHSANDWEAKNESSES

Location is one of the most important Macro qualities of commercial
properties. Generally, location is a measure of the distance from the centre of
the Commercial Business District(CBD). This can be scaled from an
appropriate map and is shown in the locality sketch in the marketing report.
Location is also known as accessibility. Research has shown that
accessibility is the most important signal factor determining the value of
commercial properties and therefore, should be the most important single
factor used by the commercial agentin his/her marketing campaign. Forthis
reason, advertisements of commercial properties often promote advantages of
accessibility for example, centrality or accessibility to public transport.

MICROSTRENGTHSANDWEAKNESSES

Micro strengths and weaknesses of commercial properties include:

I. Type of construction

*

2. Year built

3. Standard offin ish
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4. State of repair of the building

5. Architectural merit

6. Existing plotratio and Floor Space ratio (FSR) compared to that allowable
for new buildings.

7. SIZE: The standard measure of commercial property is the netlettable area
(NLA) which is assessed according to the Property Council of Australia's
standard method of measurement.

LETTABLE AREA EFFICIENCY: The lettable area efficiency of a building is
an index calculated as follows:

INTRODUCTIONTOSFECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

LAl= NLAIGBA

Where:

LAl = lettable area index
NLA = netlettable area of building. This is measured according to the
Property Council of Australia's standard.
GBA = gross building area that is, the outside dimensions.

Check any areas provided by the building owner or agent by scaling from a
plan of the building. A modern efficient building should show an index
greater than 0.80.

8. Presentation, size and standard of the foyer. This is important as it is
the clients' and tenants' first and lasting impression of the building.

9. The amount of retail space (if any). Although retail space is generally, a
smallratio of the Net Lettable Area in a modern office block it attracts a
much higher rent/in .

10. Views and aspect. This is a very important quality in Sydney s CBD

,,. ENERGY EFFICIENCY: The commercial agent should be able to classify
the subject building according to its power consumption rating.
Inefficient buildings will consume much more power than modern
"smart" buildings leading to functionalobsolescence. The cost of
power will increase for unusual electronic equipment, catering.
equipment etc in the building. Note that cities such as Canberra have a
high energy consumption because of the cold climate.

*
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INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

12. Location and type of the service core. For example, is it a central whole
floor plant area? Are there separate air handling units on each floor(a
zoned system)? The type of plant, including the number of cooling
towers, chillers and boilers.

13. Will a major overhaul be required in the immediate future? A common
problem with 1970/80 systems is poorsensing devices so that although
zonal, the system does riot respond to client needs.

14. STAFF FACILITIES: There should be both male and female toilets, staff
tearooms and cleaners' storage facilities on each floor.

,5. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY (OH&S)factors are particularly
important when the potential buyer is a government department or
intends to lease the building to government departments. A number of
the features affecting commercial properties have been determined as
Australian Standards for Occupational Health and Saf^ty. These
standards have become of such importance in the selling/leasing of
commercial buildings (particularly to government tenants)that the
commercial agent must determine whether or notthe subject building
complies and most likely if it doesn't, it will have to be upgraded to the
standards.

,6. For more information on OH&S factors see Part 5 Appraisal One.

,7. LIGHTING: Tenants prefer natural lighting wherever possible.
Therefore, the marketershould determine how much natural lightis
available perfloor. Ifthere is an abundance, this attribute can be
promoted and emphasized in promotional material.

,8. FIRE PREVENTION AND. CONTROL. There should be direct access to
the street orthrough the foyer by way of the fire escapes. Fire detection
and safety factors are-most important as the new owner may be liable
for major costs in upgrading.

19. Are the floors fire rated? It may pay the marketerto have an expert
report on these factors ready and available at the request of a potential
buyer. Are there any fire orders overthe property by either the local
council or an appropriate fire control body.

20. LOAD AREAS and what weight can they take. These are special areas
fortaking the load of compactus storage and computer equipment. This
is becoming more important as office become ino're wedded to
information technology.
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INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

2, . Column free office space has more value than floors with columns
because it provides the owner with a greater area to lease and the
tenant more flexibility in office subdivision design. Who owns or will
own the partitions?

22. Any other services provided and their quality.

23. Car parking may be off site or managed in conjunction with other
contiguous commercial users.

.

*
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INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

MICRO COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITIES

Micro commercial opportunities include potential for future development
and potential for existing tenants to expand.

MICROCOMMERCIALWEAKNESSESANDTHREATS

Obviously weaknesses and threats are riot used in advertising and
promotion butthey should all be considered by the commercial agent when
determining the marketing strategy. Further, the agent will need to know all
relevantfeatures so as to be able to answer questions and queries of potential
buyers and tenants.

The commercial agent should check the building forthe presence of
asbestos particularly if it is a pre 1975 building. If asbestos is found, removal
takes time, is disruptive to the occupants and very expensiv^.

COMMERCIALLEASES

The commercial agent should have a good knowledge of the typical clauses
found in commercial leases. The law behind commercial leases is quite
involved and specialist and outside the scope of this module.

Leases are generally standard within a building butthis may riot always be the
case and in the private sector, the most common commercial lease, is the
Property Council of Australia lease. The standard form public sectorlease may
be the DPG Model Lease for Commonwealth tenants. Details of major'leases
are available from the Land Titles Office (LTO)if registered. After registration
the information is public domain regardless of any attempt by the building
owner/agentto keep it confidential. Ifthe details of leases in the subject
building cannot be determined then a disclaimer to that effect should be
added to the valuation report.

MICRO MICRO FACTOR - QUALITYOF TENANTS

Good quality tenants in a building is an important MICRO MICRO Strength that
should be promoted and advertised. Some lessees may be able to negotiate a
low rent because of their status. The importance of this factor is also shown
by the success of banks' and government departments leaseback auctions
that when analyzed, show very low capitalization rates regardless of location.
That is, the analysis shows that location is not as important as the quality of
the tenant.
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INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

ACTIVITY

To be forwarded to you supervisor.

Collect 6 advertisements of commercial properties in the
real estate section of your city ortown newspaper. List
against each advertisement a summary of the SWOT
factors used by the commercial agent when preparing the
advertisement. Obviously threats and weaknesses will riot
be advertised so that you may have to imply these from
the ad orthrough the use of local knowledge.

*

.

.
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INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

DESCRIBETHEMAINFEATURESOFINDUSTRIALPROPERTY

INTRODUCTION

industrial landis riot defined in the Agents Act, 968 (ACT) nor in the NSW
legislation. However, the definition of commercial premises covered above
would include industrial premises as it includes business and trade (s5(,)).
Industrial land is land on which products are made or assembled. It can range
from lightind, ,strialthrough to heavyindustrial. An industrial land use can be
a contentious use because industry commonly creates noise, pollution and
traffic problems.

Based on the desirability versus utility model of market value, industrial
property is rioted for its high utility(U) factor- see diagram I. This means that
the industrial marketis concerned with the functionality of the land use or
potential land use than desirability orimage factors. Therefore, the marketing
of industrial premises is based largely on what it can and cannot. do (function)
rather than how it looks. For example, an ugly industrial complex that can
functionally do alithe things that a better looking complex next door does will
have nearly as much appeal and value to an intending purchaser as its more
attractive neighbour. This argument also applies to improvements on rural
properties to be covered later. This is shown in advertisements for small
typical warehouse industrial lands use where the agent only and briefly
outlines the functional attributes - see diagram 2.

GARDEN INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES: The term "industrial properties has
expanded overthe years so as to accommodate garden industrial estates
and "high tech" properties. Forthese the desirability(D) factor is very
important. linage and address are importantfactors for such properties and
therefore, are located in better(from a residential perspective) suburbs. They
have a smaller site coverage orfloorspace ratio so as to accommodate the
gardens and landscaping. "High tech"industries are usually those in the fields
of electronics, research, medical and computing. Garden industrial properties
also attract"clean"industries such as commercial tenants closely tied to its
industrial arm (for example, the head office of the large book publishing
company; Butterworths, at North Ryd6). The companies are usually prestige
and international companies with a high corporate profile.

The advertisements and promotion for such properties is high on desirability
including image - see diagram 3.

HEAW DUTY IN OLD INDUSTRIAL LOCALITIES: On the other end of the
continuum lies heavy industry properties in older inner suburban and near port
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facilities. The value and marketing of these premises is almost 100fo utility and
there is little scope for including desirability.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

DIAGRAM I

THECOMPONENTSOF MARKETVALUE:

DESIRABILITY = D FACTOR
UTILITY= U FACTOR

,

ATYPICALINDUSTRIAL LAND USEWILL SHOWA HIGH RATIO OF UTILITY
(THE U FACTOR) As AGAINST DESIRABILITY(THE D FACTOR)

*
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DIAGRAM 2

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

EXAMPLES OF SMALLINDUSTRIAL PROPERTIESWHERE UTILITYISALMOST
THEONLYMARKETING FACTOR

.. ,

Fadory w/house with small
office 23thI', large front
yard & security fencing
Fadory unit-brick looma,
cheapest rent plus parking
at front

Wlhouse/factory 1200m',
very high clearance. clear
span. front & side r/s
access, unbelievable rent,
only $33,000pa
Modernconstruct. good .
appearance w/house
900m', dualfront access. ~
Suit femoralist or storage. <
Rentis negotiable
W/house plus yard. 1000m'
space, 1000m' rear yard.
modern design & available
for rent now. Negotiate
your own rental deal

DIAGRAM 3

TONYARNOLD
0.8 485 ,86

DICKSON
Ground floor retail premises of 160m'. Air conditioned,
amenities, excellent exposure. Suit food use ...$POA
First floor office premises 540m', can be divided. Air

$280m'conditioned

EXAMPL^FAGARDEN ESTAT^^!VHERE DB_
ISAN IMPORTANT MARKETING FACTOR.

Realty World

.

A

. ,

WARAllylANGA
Office/retail premises of 75m'. Carpeled. atc unit,

$145m,handbasin. Suit many uses

WESTON
First flooroffice suites 77m' + 93m'. Recently refurbished,

$150m'good natural 11ghL Avaalable now

^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^^,

^

Warehouse/workshop units of 160m'. Some office
$60m'partitions, roller door access, good parking

Storage yard of 5191m', fully fenced, level block
$18,000 pa

Quality 1st floor office space of 264m'. Air conditioned,
$145m,carpeted, fully partitioned

Contact Kevin Walker'81h (06) 257 6291
Greg Cuminins am (06) 288 3892

QUEANBEYAN

\>

a
a

>

*

@ =
"

5
<

Unit I Paragon MallGladsrone SL Fysbwick Canberra

I.

,Y\q. k 1"

.

09~'! ~

^

^,^

^̂
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LIGHT AND MIXED INDUSTRIAL:In between the two extremes above lies a
myriad of industrial lands that can be classified as lightindustrial or mixed
industrial. These areas cater for smallfirms and generally include a_ number of
factory units available for letting on the one site. The lettable bays are often
strata titled. The marketing of these falls somewhere between the two
extremes above however, the utility factoris the most dominantfactor
affecting its marketing.

Commercial and other diversified uses are becoming more common and
important in light and mixed industrial areas. A common land use is retail. The
retail component applies to a factory orwarehouse with a showroom. Ifthe
showroom faces a busy road then the primary value of the premises may be
retail rather than industrial. In such cases the features of importance applying
to the premises are those that apply to other retail premises rather than those
applying to industrial uses. This illustrates how difficult it is to have a clear
and clean demarcation between industrial and other land uses in light and
mixed industrial areas.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

DETERMINING RELEVANT MARKETING AND SELLING FEATURES

An analysis of advertisements for industrial lands will provide the industrial
agent with evidence of the most importantfactors affecting the marketability
and value of such lands. The factors can be classified and analysed using the
SWOT analysis in a similar manner as for commercial properties covered
above.

SWOT ANALYSIS

The following are examples of typical factors in SWOT that apply to industrial
properties:

MACRO STRENGTHSANDWEAKNESSES OFINDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES

I. Location with the majortransport systems - Ports, airport and major
highways and railways. Quality of access and communications.

2. Accessibility to the relevant workforce. Skilled or semi skilled.

3. Costto buy and rent. Comparative costs with other areas and properties

4. Regulatory framework. A low regulatory framework will attract overseas
buyers.

*
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5. Cost and reliability of energy services

6. The availability and quality of water is an importantfactorfor heavy
industrial properties. - Some industries need to be located in a dedicated
protected catchment area to ensure a high quality of water supply.

7. The cost, availability and efficiency of the waste disposal system. There
may be a demand for property with good access to toxic waste disposal
sites.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

8. The cost and availability of raw materials. For example, primary products
such as agricultural products and minerals. Other materials may need to be
raw or semi processed. These are known as factors of production.

9. Tariff or non tariff barriers. Such barriers may inhibit the importation of
manufacturing inputs.

MICRO STRENGTHS ANDWEAKNESSES OFINDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES

I. FLOOR AREA: Unlike commercial properties this is usually expressed as
the gross lettable area rather for industrial properties.

2. HEIGHT: Heightis most importantforwarehouses where cubic capacity is a
better measure of storage capacity than netfloor area. Modern stacking
systems are able to stack pallets to a great heightthus increasing the
warehouse capacity on the same floor area - see diagram 4. Another
common measure of capacity is the number of pallets that the warehouse
will accommodate.

3.1NGRESS AND EGRESS: Good ingress and egress is most importantfor
warehouses. Ifthe property is particularly busy and large, the driveway
should have sufficientroom fortemporary parking (known as a magazine
road) and turning.

4. LOADING FACILITIES: Warehouses need good and efficientfacilities for
loading and unloading. This means a loading ramp that is at the right height
and size for loading and unloading containers on a semitrailer. Toady
almost allthe measurements of access is according to the size of
containers. For example, the factory/warehouse doors should be wide
enough to accommodate a container on a semitrailer.

5. APPROPRIATE ZONING: An intending purchaser orlessee must be allowed
to carry out his/her activities under the current zoriing.

*
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INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDFROPERTYSALES

6. SIZE OF BLOCK: An intending purchaser may require a large lotthat will
allow room for expansion.

MICRO MICRO FACTORS OFINDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES

The micro micro factoris riot an importantfactorfor medium to heavy
industrial properties however, it may be a most importantfactorfor garden
and "high tech"industrial estates. This factor is most important where
commercial land use is allowed in conjunction with the industrial use. For
example, multinational book and computer companies that have sited at North
Ryde, Epping, and French's Forest, Sydney.

DIAGRAM 5

AN EXAMPLE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF HEIGHT IN WAREHOUSING. THE
STACKING SYSTEM Is DEPENDENTAND MOST EFFICIENTON THE HEIGHT
OF THEWAREHOUSE. HIGHEST UTILITY. THIS Is ALSOAN EXAMPLE OF
HIGH UTILITYAS THEWAREHOusE Is DESIGNEDARouND THE STACKING
SYSTEM RATHERTHAN VICEVERSA!

,

*
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INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

ACTIVITY

To be forwarded to you supervisor.

Collect 6 advertisements of industrial properties in the real
estate section of your city ortown newspaper. List against
each advertisement a summary of the SWOT factors used
by the industrial agent when preparing the advertisement.

Obviously threats and weaknesses will riot be advertised
so that you may have to imply these from the
advertisement or by using your local knowledge.

*
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DESCRIBETHEMAINFEATURESOFRETAILPROPERTY

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPlERTYSALES

INTRODUCTION

The following factors should be taken into account when a retail agent analyses retail
properties and shopping centres. As above the factors can be used to create a SWOT
analysis as the basis of a marketingIPromotional report.

SHOPPING CENTRE HIERARCHY

There is an hierarchy of shopping centres accepted by industry and town planners.
Increasingly, town planning controls will determine whether or riot a new shopping
cei'Itre can be built in a locality and this is determined largely by the changing rate of
population and existing retail facilities. Therefore, the siting of new shopping centres
is largely determined by town planning's hierarchy of service centres that includes
retail services.

There is a 5 tier hierarchy of shopping centres:

I. The Central Business District(CBD)- unplanned
2. Regional Centre - planned
3. District Centre - planned
4. Neighbourhood Centre - planned
5. Local Centre - planned.

The retail agent should know the following terms ahd definitions used in retail and
shopping centres:

REGIONAL CENTRES: Regionals are the largest of the planned shopping centres
serving up to 500 000 people and typically, contain two high level anchortenants, two
low level anchortenants (supermarkets), and 80-100 specialty shops. The anchor
tenants are usually one or more prestige retailers such as David Jones, Myers and
Grace Brothers. Car parking is most important and typically, regionals have parking
for I 000-3 000 cars.

DISTRICT (COMMUNITY) CENTRE: Districtcentres are smaller than regionals serving
up to 100 000 people and typically, contain one high level anchortenant or 2 low level
anchortenants (', unior department stores"), one ortwo supermarkets, and 50-60
specialty shops. Forexample, Top Ryde in Sydney and Jamieson Centre in Canberra.
Car parking is less importantthan for regionals but will cater for about 800,000 cars.

NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE: The neighbourhoodcentre is smaller than the
community centre. Typically, it serves 25000-50000 people, contains one low level
anchortenant (typically a strong supermarket) ortwo national chain stores, and 3540
specialty shops. Carparking will typically be about 200-400 carspaces.

,
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STRIP SHOPPING CENTRES. All of the above are planned centres whereas a strip
shopping centre has grown naturally along a busy arterial road. These are also known
as "ribbon" development. The factors of importance are differentfrom planned
shopping centres being largely a function of passing traffic both vehicular and
pedestrian and accessibility to public transport. The good availability of public
parking facilities can be a factor of major importance forthe success of strip centres.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

MACRO STRENGTHSANDWEAKNESSES OFSHOPPING CENTRES

I. DEMOGRAPHICS: The demographics or population statistics particularly rate
of change and expenditure per household are importantfactors that potential
purchasers take into account in retailtrade areas. The demographic data
should be overtwo trade areas:

. Primary trade area (PTA)

. Secondary trade area (STA)

2. TOPOGRAPHY AND VISIBILITY:Is the centre high and visible? A levelsite is
less costly to develop than a steep one' The site should be larger than current
needs so that expansion is possible in the near future.

3. ACCESS: Centrality is most important as most Australian cities are nodal in
character so that centrality will serve the greatest population. Traffic and
public transport routes are generally, "radial to and from the CBD. This gives
the GBD the highest level of access and therefore, highest value. However, as
cities expand convenience becomes important and so that there is competition
between CBD shops and regional shopping centres.

4. REDEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL: The retailagent should determine whether or
notthe current use is the "highest and best use .If it is, the centre may require
space for expansion to maintain it's competitiveness. An important limiting
factor on development and expansion is traffic control regulations as shopping
centres are high traffic generators.

There is no such thing as a "bad" shopping centre because generally, all
established shopping centres are viable ifthe rents charged to the tenants are
low enough (this necessarily will result in a selling price). The vacancy factor is
a guide to whether or riot rents are too high ortoo low.

5. THE LIKELIHOOD OF FUTURE COMPETITION: This factoris very important as
it largely determines the risk to investment in the long run and therefore, the
expected rate of return. A small middle suburban centre may be safer than a
large centre in the outer suburbs because there is very little chance of
increased competition. The retail agent should check with local councilfor the
any recentlodgement of development applications for shopping centres.
Potential buyers will expectthe retail agent to be able to answer these
questions.
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MICRO STRENGTHSANDWEAKNESSES OFASHOPPING CENTRE

AGE, SIZE, STYLE OF IMPROVEMENTS: The assessment of retail buildings will
depend on the type of shopping centre. Weaknesses include the factthat retail
buildings suffer a very high depreciation rate because of rapid economic
obsolescence. Therefore, the retail agent should examine the need for rebuilding
orrenovation and if necessary, the present value of the expected costis taken into
account when arriving at the sale price.

Are there any council and government orders overthe improvements? The retail
agent should check the local councilfor any heritage, fire and health orders over
the buildings. HeIshe should also check the highest and best use against current
zoriing. For example, the retail property may be on the fringe of an expanding
commercial area and a commercial use may be the higher and better use than
retail.

. STATE OF REPAIR AND CONDITION OF THE BUILDING: Because shopping
centres suffer from a high rate of obsolescence the retail agent should determine
whether or not expensive refurbishment is required in the shornmedium run. This
aspect relates particularly to plant and equipment such as air conditioning and
escalators.

If new plant/equipment andlor refurbishment is required in the short run it the
present value of such costs (measured in today's dollars) should be taken into
account when arriving at the expected selling price. Is it economical to carry out
major repairs? "Incurable obsolescence may occur in older style centres and if
that is the case, rebuilding may be the most economical solution.

MICRO MICRO STRENGTHSANDWEAKNESSESOFASHOPPING CENTRE

I. RENT SCHEDULE: The rent schedules of shopping centres are commonly large
and complex. However, the retail agent should determine the expected cash flow
forthe short run (the most common residue lease period)from the schedule. This
may be time consuming butts an important and critical part of the marketing and
promotion of the property as this will be the first question asked by an intending
purchaser.

The retail agent will need to know the terms and conditions of the leases including
escalation clauses, responsibility for outgoings, method of determining the rent (eg
% of gross turnover), and base date. Commonly, the retailleases of planned
shopping centres are "net rental"leases as the tenants pay ALL outgoings. The
amount of the contribution to the Merchants' Association for each tenant should be
checked. Often it is too high where tenants find themselves in a poor bargaining
position.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES
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2. NUMBER & MIX OF TENANTS:"Mix"is the proportion of specialty shops to the
anchortenants. The major part of the value of large shopping centres is the value
of the anchortenancies. The tenants should be classified into the following classes
based on risk to investment:

* High level"anchor" tenant - low risk
* Low level"anchor" tenant -low risk
* National chain stores - medium risk
* state chain stores - medium risk
* Individual tenants - medium to high risk
* Licensees - high risk.

Therefore "mix"is the ratio of the above types. Some shopping centres are either too
top heavy (dominated by anchortenants) ortoo bottom heavy (dominated by
individual tenants) and ifthe situation can be rectified, the expected income should
be adjusted to the better mix.

For more information on factors that affectthe value of shopping centres see
Appraisal Two, part 8.

ACTIVITY

To be forwarded to you supervisor.

Obtain a sale brochure or an article in a trade magazine
such as Australian property News (APN) orthe Financial
Review on a shopping centre for sale.

From the brochure or article summarise the property using
SWOT. How importantis the utility factor as opposed to
the desirability factorforthe shopping centre?

Obviously threats and weaknesses will riot be advertised
so that you may have to imply these from the
advertisement or by using your local knowledge.

*
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DESCRIBETHEMAINFEATURESOFRURALPROPERTY

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

"Rural purposes"is defined in the Agents Act 1968 (ACT) as:

".. the same meaning as in section 4AA of the Leases Act 1918"(s51)).

A person who sells rural lands is generally classed as a Stock and Station agent. This
is defined in the Agents Act(ACT) as follows:

"... a person who by, virtue of section 5B, carries on business as a stock and
station agent" (s5(,)).

S5B states:

"A person carries on business as a stock and station agent if, in the course of
carrying on business, the person act, or holds out or advertises that he or she
is prepared to act, as agent for principals:

(a) in the sale, purchase, eXchange, leasing or letting of land used
for rural purposes;

(b)in the collection of rents payable under leases, or in respect of
the letting, of land used for rural purposes;

(c) in the sale, purchase or eXchange of livestock;
(d) in the provision of agistment for livestock; or
(e) in the collection of charges forthe agistment of livestock. "

Under the Property, Stock and Business Agents Act, 941, section 3 (the
definitions section) defines land used for agricultural orpastoralpu, poses as:

"Land used for agricultural or pastoral purposes means any parcel of
land which is used or apparently intended to be used for gain or profit
for grazing of live stock, dairying, poultry farming, viticulture,
orcharding, beekeeping, horticulture, the growing of crops of any kind,
vegetable growing or any other purpose declared by the Governor by
proclamation published in the Gazette to be an agricultural or pastoral
purpose.

The selling leasing or disposing of such land is the province of the Stock and
Station Agent who is defined in section 3 as follows:

"Stock and station agent" means a person (whether or riotthe person carries
on any other business) who, for reward (whether monetary or otherwise),
carries on business as an agentfor:

,

*
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(a) doing (where the land concerned consists of land used for
agricultural or pastoral purposes any one or more of the things referred
to in paragraph (a)(d) of the definition of "Real estate agent"; or

(b) inducing or attempting to induce or negotiating with a view to
inducing any person:

to buy, sell or otherwise dispose of any livestock; or
to make an offer to buy, sell or otherwise dispose of any
livestock; or
to accept an offer to buy, sell or otherwise dispose of any
livestock; or
to enter into a contractforthe purchase, sale or other disposal of
livestock; or

(c) selling, buying or exchanging any livestock, whether or riot an
auction is involved; or

(d) providing ag;stment for livestock or collecting offees for such
agistment.

SWOTANALYSIS FOR RURAL PROPERTIES

When trying to analyse features of importance forthe sale orleasing of rural
lands it must be recognised that rural lands in the same locality unlike urban
properties, can be subjectto a myriad of rural land uses and it is quite difficult
to say that one use is-superiorto the other, For example, it is common to find
rural properties nextto each other and otherwise identical where one runs dry
sheep and the other breeding ewes. It is riot possible to say that one use is
superiorto the other as each has differentrisk and management factors.

MACRO STRENGTHSANDWEAKNESSES OF RURAL PROPERTIES

I. Rural properties have a heavy dependence on overseas markets.
Therefore, the state of the overseas marketis an important macro
factor. Australians consume only a small amount of the total Australian
production and therefore, most Australian products must be sold in
competition with overseas producers. Australian agriculture must be
efficient by world standards to compete.

A heavy and long concentration on a limited range of products. National
knowledge and skills in the production of the subject crops and running
of the subject animals.

*
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3. Rural production is subject to a number of controls particularly in the
licensing and marketing of rural products. This can resultin some rural
lands having a higher value than equivalentland elsewhere as that use
may riot be allowed today. For example, intensive land uses that pollute
such as dairies and piggeries.

MICROSTRENGTHSANDWEAKNESSES

I; Generally, Australian agriculture is subject to low rainfall, seasonalIy dry
and a periodically droughty environment. Therefore, vanability of rainfallis
an important micro feature. The comparatively small agricultural area for
Australia (compared for example, to the USA and Europe)is mainly caused
by seasonality and a limited rainfall combined with very high rates of
evaporation and prolonged drought periods. The vastinterior of Australia
receives little rainfall in either winter or summer that is, less than 300 mm
per annum. Combined with high evaporation rates greater;than 3000 min
per annum for most years and most seasons there is a soil moisture deficit.
Such land is at best used for extensive livestock grazing.

Fertility of the soil. Many land owners are unwilling or unable to change land
use patterns. This is caused by economic problems and a lack of
understanding of long term effects. Dry land salinity was observed and
explained in terms of extensive clearing of native woodlands in Western
Australian wheatlands in the inid 1920s and Victoria in the 1960s. Rising
water tables and salinity-led to the abandonment of a number of early
irrigation areas along the Murray around the turn of the century. The
serious long term consequences of the rising water tables in the
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area (MIA) have been known since the 1950s.

3. Degradation or site improvements (eg drainage).

The rural agent will find that local knowledge is far more importantthan forthe
selling or leasing of urban lands. This is because generally, the potentiality or
capability of rural lands (eg fertility)is riot obvious and must be determined or
is known in the districtthrough a history or production. On the other hand,
urban land uses are overt, obvious and determined by public town planning
controls.

2.
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ACTIVITY

To be forwarded to you supervisor.

Obtain a sale brochure or an article in a trade magazine
such as Australian property News (APN), the Financial
Review or The Land on a rural property for sale.

From the brochure or article summarise the property using
SWOT. How importantis the utility factor as opposed to
the desirability factorforthe subject property?

Obviously threats and weaknesses will not be advertised
so that you may have to imply these from the
advertisement or by using your local knowledge.

,
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INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

INTRODUCTION

Broadacre land is a large tract of land that is suitable for development. The term
generally, applies to rural land that has been recently rezoned and is now suitable for
subdivision into residential lots. in globo and en 910bo means the same thing;land
suitable for subdivision. in globo residential land is also known as accommodation
land and sometimes its value is called paddock value.

NOTIONAL DEVELOPMENTOF THE LAND

Because broadacre land is in its virgin state yet when developed will be sold for
residential purposes, the SWOT analysis will be based on both:

I. U OR UTILITY FACTOR . Functionality, that is the maximum number of
residential lots than can be obtained on future subdivision.

2. D OR DESIRABILITY FACTOR. Because the end resultis the sale of lots as
residential the D or desirability factor is most important.

- see diagram I.

HYPOTHETICAL DEVELOPMENT: Hypothetical Development is a notional or paper'
development of the land. The broadacre agent must be able to carry out a reasonab e
paper development so as to weigh the various components affecting the marke a iity
of the land. The method although riot covered in this module, requires (amongst
others) the calculation of :

. THE EXPECTED "END MARKET VALUE"(EMV): The expected value of the
proposed development on completion or aftersubdivision is found.

. THE COST To DEVELOP: The costto develop the subdivision.

The higher the expected end market value (determined by the D and U factors) and
the lower the costs of development then the higher is the value of the broadacre land.

A SWOT analysis can be carried out in a mannersimilarto those shown above.
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MACROSTRENGTHSANDWEAKNESSES

Macro strengths and weaknesses are generally demographic and economic factors.
The demographics include an analysis of population trends in the expanding area and
the economic factors include an analysis of the expected supply and demand. The
best and most authoritative indicatoris the relevant report prepared by the Indicative
Planning Council of Australia. The economic factors at a more local level are best
analysed by investigating the success or riot of compareble developments nearby.

MICROSTRENGTHSANDWEAKNESSES

The value of broadacre lands is a directfunction of the risk of the proposed
development. Generally, the following factors determine the risk:

. SIZE OF THE PROJECT: The larger the project, the greater is the required
return on investment.

. Is THE HIGHESTAND BEST USEA"PIONEERING" ORA PROVEN LAND USE?
A pioneering land use requires a higher return on investment as compensation
forthe fact thatthe use is riot "proven". For example, ifthe proposed
subdivision is the first in the locality, it has a higher risk than a subdivision in
an area already proved popularfor residential lots.

. DEGREE OF COMPLEXITY: The more complex is the proposed subdivision,
the greater is the required return on investment.

. OPPORTUNITY COST OF INVESTMENTS: As the "riskfree Government Bond
rate rises and falls there should be a corresponding move in the Profit and
Risk factor of the proposed subdivision. The Profit and Risk Factor should be
substantially more than the "riskfree" rate because the proposed subdivision
is a much riskier investment.

EXAMPLE

A simple subdivision of a small block of in 910bo land into 2/5 blocks would command
very little risk and therefore, the developer would require a small Profit and Risk. On
the other hand, a large pioneering land use would be extremely risky as that use has
not been proved. For example, the first subdivisions in a resort area would require a
very high Profit and Risk by the developer as compensation for it being a large and
unproved land use.

RISK OF REALIZATION:"Risk of realization"is the term used to describe the reward
to the developer for developing the subject land and a return forthe risk involved.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROFERTYSALES
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OTHER MICROFACTORS

The other micro factors applicable to broadacre lands are those applicable to the sale
of residential lots as this is the end result of the development. As is the case for allthe
factors covered in this module these can be best gauged by analysing advertisements
and promotional material put out by other agents in the area.

The utility versus desirability analysis will show that desirability is paremount as the
lots will be sold to potential owner occupiers. For example, factors such as views,
image of the area and prestige of the address will all be important micro factors.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES
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INTRODUCTION

COMPLETEDOCUMENTATIONASSOCIATED WITHSELLING
SPECIALISEDPROPERTIES

The necessary documentation for specialised properties is basically, the same
as that for residential lands:

LEARNINGOUTCOME3:

. Agency agreement

. Contract for sale.

However, as the land use becomes more specialised there is less room forthe
use of standard form documents. The degree of movement away from the
standard form is also a function of the size and complexity of the property. For
small specialised properties the agent can generally, use the standard form
documentation but include addendums to cover necessary extra matters
peculiarto the land use.

DUE DILIGENCE. Large and complex commercial properties usually include a
due diligence procedure orreport. This is a process that a prudent purchaser
undertakes priorto entering into a contractual arrangement with the vendor. It
a comprehensive and probing investigation of the property so that allrelevant
factors that affectits value are discovered before the purchaser enters into a
binding contract. The process is necessary because of the complexity of
commercial properties. The commercial agent plays an important part in the
due diligence process.

STANDARD FORMAGENCYAGREEMENTS

Appendix A shows the NSW standard form agency agreement. Otherstates
and territories have similar standard forms. It is the basic agreement used for
residential properties and the basic agreement for alithe specialised
properties covered in this module. It is the basic agreement as it includes all
the essential terms of the contract. However, the larger and more complex the
property, the greater the need to add necessary addendums to cover matters
peculiarto the property. Largeness and complexity will reach a stage where
the agency agreement is better covered by a completely new (ded. icated)
agreement rather than relying on the simple standard form agreement.

Specialist properties such as commercial, industrial and retail are investment
properties and most likely subjectto a lease when sold. Therefore, a
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addendum for both the agency agreement and the contract of salenecessary

is full details of the tenancy. A copy of the lease should be attached to the
contract.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISlEDPROPERTYSALES

LESS STATUTORYCONTROL ON SPECIALIST PROPERTIES

The rules and regulations governing agents are generally, designed to protect
residential buyers and sellers. Most states and territories provide far less
protection for buyers and sellers of specialist properties because:

. They are usually corporations and can afford good legal advice

. The parties to the transaction are generally, knowledgeable aboutthe
subject land and therefore, require less protection.

. There is a strong trend towards the deregulation of property
professionals and those who need less protection should be the first
to be deregulated.

NSWEXAMPLE

An agency agreement in NSW is subjectto s42AA(,) of the Property, Stock
and Business Agents Act, 941. This section requires the agency agreement:

. To be in writing

. Signed by the agent and principal(or a person on their behalf)

. Contain the prescribed terms

. A copy of the signed agreement to be served on the principal within
48 hours.

Failure to comply means that the agent cannot claim his/her commission or
expenses. These rules are designed to protectthe residential vendor. The
prescribed terms are in reg 9(,) and are the terms included in the standard
form agreement(Appendix A). However, under reg 10(2)the requirements of
s42AA(,) do riot apply to commercial, industrial, business or rural properties:

PROPERTY, STOCKAND BUSINESS AGENTS (GENERAL) REGULATION 1993-
REG ,0 - NSW Consolidated Regulations

Agency agreements exemptions

to. (,) Forthe purposes of section 42AA(2) of the Act, the following are
prescribed agreements:

*
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(a) agreements entered into before I October, 981; and

(b) agreements forthe performance of services, being services that
relate only to livestock.

(2) An agreement is prescribed as an agreement to which section 42AA (1) of
the Act does riot apply if:

(a) the agreement is solely forthe performance of services that relate
only to:

commercial land, being land used orintended to be used solely or
principalIy for commercial, business or industrial purposes; or
land used orintended to be used solely or principalIy for
agricultural or pastoral purposes; and

(b) the agreement is in writing and signed by or on behalf of the
licensee and the person for whom the services are to be performed;
and

INTRODUCTIONTOSFECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

(c) the agreement is subjectto terms specifying:

the period for which the agreement is to be in force or, ifthere is
no such period, the manner in which the agreement may be
terminated by a party to the agreement; and
the circumstances in which the licensee is entitled to
remuneration for services performed under the agreement; and
the amount of the remuneration orthe way in which it is to be
calculated; and
when the remuneration is due and payable; and
a warranty by the principal that the principal has authority to enter
into the agreement with the licensee; and

(d) as well as providing the proposed agreement signed by or on
behalf of the licensee for signature by or on behalf of the person for
whom the services are to be performed, the licensee served a copy of
the agreement on that person before it was signed by or on behalf of
that person.

(3) A document is not prevented from being a copy of an agreement forthe
purposes of subclause (2) merely because it does riot show any one or more
of the following:

,
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(a) a signature or seal of a party to the agreement(other than of the
licensee) or any particular relating to such a signature or seal;

(b) a signature of a witness to the agreement or any particularrelating
to attestation;

(c) the date of the agreement or any other date inserted into the
agreement before it was signed by or on behalf of the person for whom

the services are to be performed.

Although regulation 10 excludes the need for s42AA to apply for agency
agreements over specialised properties it does demand certain other
conditions and procedures to apply.

In this module rural properties will be used as an example of the use of
standard form agreements with necessary addendums to cover factors
peculiarto specialised properties.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES
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EXAMPLEOFEXTRADOCUMENTATION FORTHEAGENCYAGREEMENT
- RURAL LANDS

The following is a suggested addendum to the standard form agency
agreement to coverthose extra details pertinentto rural lands:

PARTICULARS OF RURAL PROPERTYFORSALE PRIVATELY

DORS FULL NAME .................................------
ADDRESS .......................................................

MEOFPROPERTY ...................... ..............

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

LAND DETAILS:

TOTAL AREA ............................... hectares
PARISH FH/LHCLASSLOTIPORTION

OFLEASENUMBERS

C/Rates. ...........

Crown Rent. ......

Power. ..............

SITUATION. .............. kms from. ......................................( ain own ip
........,..... kms from. ......................................( eares ow 'p.
............. kms from. ......................................( api a i y)

SCHOOLS

kms BUSYes/No. ....... kmsArea or Primary School at. ................................
Bus Yes/No. ........ kmsHigh School at. .................................................. ms

SERVICES

TITLE

Trucking Yards. ...................Sale Yards. .........'...-----....
Telephone. ......................Grain Silo. ...........
M ail. .................................Power. ........................

Roads to Property. .............................

JOINING OWNERS ............................................

W/Rates. ...........

Land Tax. ..........

OUTGOINGS

*

..............................

Name of

Council ........---
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DESCRIPTION OF LAND

ha. ................To ograp y .........................
ha. ................To o rap y ---......."""""""
ha ................Soil type:...........-----....""""""""""
ha. ...............Soil type:.....--..."""""""""""""""
ha. ...............Soil type :...........-----....""""""""""
ha. ...............Ti inber:...........................................
ha ................Timber .....................

er ..................................---------------

CLEARING, PASTURES, IMPROVEMENTS, CROPPING ETC

Area arable. ..................................... ha
Area cleared. ................................... ha

Condition of clearing (regrowth, stumps etc. ):......................................

.

......................................

Area, Description and condition of pasture, natural grasses etc:............
..........................................

Description of irrigation (if any)
..................................................................................

haAverage area cropped annually. .....................................
haArea now un er crop ....................................---------

Barley ..................Wheat. ....................... ha
Area Fallow ............................................

Area and description of orchards, vineyards etc. .................

FENCING:

Boundary (Type and condition)
Subdivisional(Type and condition)
No. of Paddocks

,

.............

........................................

.........................................

ha

ha

ha
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WATER:

Bores. .............Mains:..........--..
Tanks. ..............Darns. ..........---

T eo e ui men .........................

Depth U/G Water. ................... Paddocks Watered. ................
min/paRainfall

STRUCTURALIMPROVEMENTS

T e construc 10n ....................................................................
Condition:................................Year built: .........................

Ize ...............................................

ther """"""""""""""""""""""""""

Homestead .............................----------................""""'

..............................

..........................................

Sheann she ......................................................----------
........................................

Sheep Yards. ...........................-

I Iement She s .......................................................... .

Dai (Ifan ) .....---------.........""""""""

Oth O t Buildin s ....................--------------...........""""

PRESENT CARRYING CAPACITY:(Nos. actually being carried)

Fatteners:................Dry sheep:.................
Cattle:............... Equals DSE: .................Breeding Ewes:.................

Comments ................................................

AVERAGE CROPYIELDS

Wells. ............

Barley:............Wheat:..........--

er .......................---------------

WHEAT QUOTA No. .......... Basic. .......... Over quota. ........ Short fall. ........

Cattle Yards. ...............................

*

Oats: ..............
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PLANT (included in price)................................'...................---------------------...

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

............................................

STOCK (Included in price)........................ .................................................

IMPROVEMENTVALUES FORTAX PURPOSES: To be bookvalue unless
th rwise ne otiate ...........................................................-----

....................................

....................................

TOTAL PRICE $.............................---------....

WIWO PRICE $............................................

% may remain for. .......... years at. .......%of. ........TERMS. ...................

GEN ERAL REMARKS ........................................................*.............---------
....................................

POSSESSION .-.........--------........

Per Hectare $................
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EXAMPLEOFADDENDUMSTO SPECIALISTCONTRACTS
- RURAL LANDS IN NSW

The following are typical extra clauses added to a rural contract to cover factors peculiar to
rural properties. Although it outside the scope of this module, the rural agent (Stock and
Station agent) would need to know the rationale behind these extra clauses. They illustrate
the use of specialist terms and conditions that rise to meetthe needs of specialist
properties

THESEARE THE SPECIALCONDITIONSANNEXEDTOTHE CONTRACTMADE
49 9 BETWEEN (name of vendor) AND (name of purchaser) AsTHE DAYOF

PURCHASER

I. The property together with the appurtenances thereto is sold in its present state of repair
and condition with allfaults either patent or latent and the Purchasers acknowledge that
they buy the property relying on their own inspection, knowledge and enquiries and that
they do not rely. on any warranties or representations made to them by or on behalf of the
Vendor. The Purchasers shall not call upon the Vendor to carry out any repairs or chemical
treatment for pest infestation, if any, in relation to the property sold nor shall the Vendor call
upon the Purchasers to contribute to the costs of any such repairs or chemical treatment.

2. The Purchasers acknowledge that they do notrely on any representation or
representations made to them by or on behalf of the Vendor or his Agent and that the
agreement. provision, terms and conditions contained in this Agreement comprise the
whole of the bargain between the parties hereto and the pe^Flies hereto expressly agree and
declare that no further or other Agreements provisos, terms or conditions exist or apply.

3 The external fences shall be taken and accepted as being on the correct boundaries of
the subject property and no objection, requisition or claim for compensation shall be made
or allowed ifthe same are not so situate or ifthere be any irregularities or encroachments
or give and take fences orif any of the boundaries are unfenced.

4. Without in any manner negativing, limiting or restricting, any rights or remedies which
would have been available to the Vendor allaw orin equity had this Clause riot been
included, should the Vendor or the Purchaser or if more than one should one of the
Vendors orthe Purchasers priorto completion become bankrupt, die or become mentally ill
or being a company be wound up or go into liquidation, then the other party may rescind
this Agreement by notice in writing to that party whereupon the provisions of condition 19
hereof shall apply.

5. Should the Purchaser apply for a Certificate under Section 172 of the local Government
Act and the Council to which such Application is made lists defects or prescribed work to be
carried out on the subject property and if pursuant to Clause ... the Purchasers then
requisition the Vendor to comply with the Notice from the Council to remedy the defects or
do the work and ifthe Vendoris unable or unwilling to comply with such requisition THEN
the Vendor shall upon receipt of such requisition be entitled to rescind this
Agreement pursuantto Clause .

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES
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6. The subject land is sold in its present state of improvement and subjectto all
rights-of-way, easements, stock routes and gazetted roads (if any) affecting same
whether appearing on the Title or riot and the Vendorshall riot be called upon to pay
for or contribute towards any fences whatsoever and the Purchasershalltake the
existing fences as they stand notwithstanding that some may riot be in repair or may
riot be in the position of the true boundary lines or may be give ortake fences and
the Vendor shall riot be liable for any damages or compensation in respectthereof.

7. The Vendor gives no warranty nor shall any such warranty be inferred orimplied as
to the condition of any of the land sold orthe improvements erected thereon or other
assets or to the capacity or extent of any tanks, darns, or other water facilities orthe
carrying capacity orthe grazing or agricultural capabilities of the land hereby sold
and the Purchaser shall be deemed to have satisfied himself on allsuch matters.

8. The Purchaser shall make no objection, requisition or claim for compensation if
any darn has been constructed without authority on any creek or otherwise passing
through the property hereby agreed to be sold orifthere is any contravention of the
Water Act or Regulations thereunderin respect of any such darn orin respect of any
bore required to be licensed under such Act or Regulations.

9. So far as any plant, structural improvements, fixtures, fencing, water services or
other items upon which the Vendor has claimed depreciation are included in the sale,
the consideration receivable in respect of each such item shall, forthe purposes of
sub-clause (iii) of Section 59 of the Income Tax Assessment Act, 1936 (as amended)
be the depreciation value thereofin the hand of the Vendor at the date of completion
of the Transfer of the land as determined in accordance with Section 62 of the said
Act.

10. The Vendor hereby agrees that between the date hereof and completion it will riot
depasture on the land hereby greed to be sold more stock and their progeny than are
nowthereon depastured.

11. The Purchaser shall not be entitled to make any objection requisition or claim for
compensation orto rescind orterminate this contract:

(a)If it should be found that the fences or any of them or any parts thereof are
off current boundaries or if any of the boundaries are riot completely fenced.

(b) No objection shall be taken by reason of the factthat any fences are the
subject of any agreement, agreements, or order or orders of any Land Board
or Court of other competent authority relating to give and take fences and no
objection shall be made by reason of the factthat any fence is a "give and take
fence".

c). In relation to any loss or damage to the property orfencing or
improvements thereon arising from the fire, storm, tempest orflood of any
other cause which may take place between the date hereof and completion.
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'(d)In relation to any telephone or electric lines whether the property or
Telecom or other public authority orthird party or any posts, fittings orfixtures
thereforerected on or passing over orthrough the property orto any
easements in respectthereof orthe absence of any such easements.

(e)In relation to access to the subjectland the Purchaser hereby warrants that
he/she has satisfied himself in this regard.

(f)Ifthere are any encroachments by or upon the subjectland.

(g) No objection shall be taken or requisition made nor any claim for
compensation by reason of the factthatthere are reserved roads included
within the boundaries of the land sold or enclosed within fences with the land
sold. Any permits to enclose roads will be transferred to the Purchaser on
completion and all conditions attaching to such permits will be deemed to be
fulfilled. The rentfor such permits will be adjusted at the date of completion
and will be deemed to have been paid in advance.

(h)Ifthere are any roads or reservations of roads traversing the subject
property and/or any gates which have been erected across ^Iny road/s
traversing the property or by person of the factthatthe Vendor does not hold
any permit or authority to enclose roads within the boundaries of the lands
sold orto carry rabbit proof or any other fencing across any road dividing or
adjoining the said lands or ifthere are roads existing which are riot disclosed
by this Contract.

7. Any crops which at the date of this Contract be growing on the property hereby
agreed to be sold shall riot pass with the sale and the Vendor shall be entitled priorto
settlement to harvest or plough in any of such crops.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES
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SEARCH OF TITLE

A search of the subject property amongst other things, determines the relevant crown
tenure, caveats, mortgages and reservations to the crown:

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

LAND

LOT 49 IN DEPOSITED PLAN 753228
WELLINGTONLOCALGOVERNMENTAREA:

(FORMERLYKNowN As PORTION 49)
TITLE DIAGRAM: SEE CROWN PLAN 2134. ,567

FIRSTSCHEDULE

ESTATE

(name of registered proprietor)

SECONDSCHEDULE

I. LAND EXCLUDES MINERALS AND Is SUBJECT To RESERVATIONS AND
CONDITIONS IN FAVOUR OFTHE CROWN - SEE MEMORANDUM S700000C

2. EXCEPTING ANY ROADSAND RESUMED LAND

3. SETTLEMENT PURCHASE LEASE 1944/1 MOLONG

4. SUBJECTTO THE PROVISIONS OFTHE CLOSER SETTLEMENTACTS,
PARTICULARLYAS REGARDS PAYMENT OFANNUAL RENTAND OTHER DUES,
RESTRICTIONS ON DEALING AND RESTRICTIONS ON SUBDIVISIONS
SEE SECTIONS 11(,) AND 43 CLOSER SETTLEMENTAMENDMENT
(CONVERSION) ACT, ,943 AND SECTION 257, CROWN LANDS CONSOLIDATION
ACT, 1913

5. W370,73 CAVEAT BYSTATE BANKOF NEWSOUTH WALES LIMITED
E335370 CAVEATOR CONSENTED
E33537, CAVEATOR CONSENTED

6. E330537, MORTGAGETO COMMONWEALTH DEVELOPMENT BANKOF
AUSTRALIA

7/7/3731 CAVEAT BY NEW SOUTH WALES RURALASSISTANCEAUTHORITY

PERPETUALLEASEHOLD

or E335370)

NOTATIONS

*

UNREGISTERED DEALINGS: NIL
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ACTIVITY

Work to be submitted to your supervisor.

Devise a two A4 page of relevant and necessary factors that would
apply to the an agency agreement forthe sale of a neighbourhood
shopping centre.

*
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The following covers different methods of sale for specialised properties. The
advantages and disadvantages of each are arguable and there is no
consensus in industry aboutthe best method for particular properties. This
applies particularly to private treaty versus auction. The following are a list of
the claimed advantages and disadvantages of each of the main methods of
sale.

LEARNINGOUTCOME4:

MATCHAPPROPRIATEMETHODSOFSALE
ToolFFERENTPROPERTYTYPES

SALE BYTENDER

Sale by tender is a process where after the property is advertised for sale,
potential buyers submit sealed bids forthe property by PIaci^Ig theirtenders in
a tender box by the due date. The tender box is then opened and the bids
examined. Usually the process allows the selling agent a discretion or riot
whether to accept a bid, that is, it may riot always be the case that the
successful tenderer is the highest tender.

ADVANTAGES

I. Forces potential buyers to disclose their highest bids straight away, That is,
a bidder who wants the land must make a realistic tender otherwise heIshe
will lose the property to those who have made a realistic bid.

2. Suitable for situations where the market value of the property is uncertain or
has a large range. The owner does riot have to accept any bid and therefore,
it is a good way to testthe market.

3. There is an image in industry that putting a property up fortenderis a
prestige system. Therefore, it is usually reserved for substantial and large
buildings.

4. The tender process is over a long time giving the selling agent more time to
check outthe bona fides and credentials of a tenderer.

5.1fthe response is poor, then this need riot be made known to the industry at
large. This enables the selling agentto maintain a facade of greatinterest
in the property even though in factthis may not be the case.
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DISADVANTAGES

INTRODUCTIONTOSFECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

I. The greatest disadvantage is that the system may not attract all possible
buyers. Not all bidders are comfortable with the tender process particularly
as it entails high risk, A higher level of research and analysis is required to
determine market value and some real estate firms may riot be adequately
equipped to do this.

2. The system tends to favourthe seller and disadvantage the buyer

3. Being a secret system it may be open to graft and corruption unless some
sort of control process in poutinto operation. For example, all successful
tenderers forthe Commonwealth have their bids made public by publication
in the Gazette.

PRIVATETREATY

Sale by private treaty is the normal sale process where a property is
advertised promoted and inspected by potential buyers over a period of time.
Potential buyers is interested usually make an offer to the selling agent who
then passes that offer on to the owner. Ifthe owner agrees, then the two
parties negotiate terms and conditions and theirlegal representatives draw up
contracts. A binding contract occurs on eXchange where each party
exchanges signed contracts. The final monies are paid on settlement and the
land finally transferred into the name of the new owner.

ADVANTAGES

I. This is generally, the lowest cost system
2.1t enables the selling agenttime to explore and search out suitable buyers

by following up leads and prospects.
3.1tis an open system as the asking price (or ballpark figure)is known so that

both parties can negotiate aboutthis process.
4.1t enables the skillful agentto use his/her selling expertise and methods to

best advantage under the system of agency.
5. Lowest risk method

DISADVANTAGES

I. The sale period is the longest of the 3 systems
"put off", and the period2. If the starting price is too high, potential buyers are

of sale becomes longer than necessary.
3. The agentis forced to enable a large number of inspections

*
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4.1fthe property is not sold, potential buyers are at an advantage in
subsequent negotiations.

5. Long lead time between contract and settlement that increases the chances
of either party being gazumped.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

AUCTION

An auction is usually a public gathering where potential buyers are allowed to
bid forthe subject property. The contract, terms and conditions have been
viewed by the potential buyers beforehand. The auction is solely in the hands
of the auctioneer and he/she need not accept a bid northe highest bid.

The major difference compared'with private treaty is that there is a binding
eontract on the "fall of the hammer". That is, the person to whom the property
has been knocked down to is obliged to pay a deposit and sign the contracts
immediately after the auction.

ADVANTAGES

I. A binding contractis made on the fall of the hammer. Therefore, there can
be no gazumping.

2.1tis usually the quickest method of sale
3. Most suitable when the estimated market value has a great deal of error.

That is it enables the owner to "testthe market".
4. Even where the property is passed in, a large number of auctions are settled

that day in subsequent negotiations with the highest bidder.
5. The owner is able to cajole the buying process along with his/her rightto

bid

6. Auctions generally, arouse more industry interest than the other 2 methods
7. Only need 2 genuine bidders to receive a satisfactory result.

DISADVANTAGES

I. Highest cost particularly when the auction is not a success. That is, the
highest risk method.

2. The system is at its most disadvantageous when there is collusion between
interested parties.

3.1fthe auction does riot succeed, it becomes public knowledge putting the
selling agent at a disadvantage in subsequent selling methods.

4.1fthe auction is not a success then it has turned into the longest selling
period.

5. Although the owner may be testing the market he/she still needs to know a
realistic reserve price. Therefore, compared with the tender system some
reasonable estimate of market value must be known before starting the
selling system.

,

\
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WHEN Is EACH SYSTEM USED?

As indicated above, a majorreason for choosing the auction ortender
systems is when the owner does riot know the market value of the property or
he/she suspects that it may be higher than the current market value. That is,
when he/she wishes to testthe market.

Therefore generally, the system used is a function of market value certainty.
The more certain the market value is known, the more likely it is to be sold by
way of private treaty. This is a more importantfactorthan the land use. Of the
3 land uses covered all sell using the 3 systems.

The only qualification is that the tender system is reserved for larger and more
prestigious buildings and rural lands. It is rare to find the tender system being
used for rural properties. However, the reason forthis may be historical than
based on a real difference.

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

,

ACTIVITY

Work to be forwarded to yoursupervisor.

For alithe advertisements, articles and brochures
collected forthis module analyse each according to:

I. The method of sale proposed by the agent
2. Whether or riot in your opinion that is the appropriate
method

Discuss 2. According the pros and cons covered in this
learning outcome.

*
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APPENDIXA

NSWSTANDARDFORMAGENCYAGREEMENT

INTRODUCTIONTOSPECIALISEDPROPERTYSALES

Recommended method of sale:......

Principal's Solicitor:...... .......

...................

(signature of Agent)

Agreement

,. Where the land is residential property (as defined in Division 8 of Part 4 of the
Conveyancing Act 19/9), the agent cannot act on behalf of the principal in respect of the
sale of the property unless the agent has a copy of the proposed contract of sale in respeet
of the property available for inspection .

2. The Principal hereby grants to the Agent selling rights of the property from. .....
until such times as the properly is sold orthis agreement is terminated by either

party giving notice in writing.

3. (i) The Agent shall also be entitled to a fee of. .................................
(ii)The Agent's remuneration in the event of a sale at the Agents estimate of selling price

would equate to $ ......

THIS FEE HAS BEEN NEGOTIATED BETWEEN THE PARTIES To THEAGREEMENT

4. The Principal warrants that they have authority to enter into this agreement
5. The Agent is not authorised to enter into or sign a contractfor sale on behalf of the
Principal.
6. Unless otherwise instructed. the Agent may allow other agents to act in conjunction with
them in order to effect a sale but only one fee will be payable.
7. Unless otheiwise instructed by the Principal, any prospective purchaser is entitled to

inspectthe properly in the following circumstances

.............

(name and address)

......... ... ... ... .

(address for service of documents)

Phone number:..........

(date of report)

8. The sale of the properly is to be advertised and/or otherwise promoted as follows:

9. The Agent shall be entitled to reimbursement forthe following expenses incurred by

When due and payable

them:

Item

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..

.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Amount
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Bank or financial institution taxes of deductions atIributable
to the affairs of the principal

TOTAL

reimbursed
the agent expects to incur and for which they are entitled under this Agreement to be

40. The Agent does riot undertake toperform any other services in connection with the
sale.

41. The fee to which the Agentis entitled shall be due and payable on completion of the
sale or upon demand ifthe sale is not completed owing to the default of the Principal after
the parties have entered into a binding contract.

12.1tis irrevocably agreed that all monies paid by the purchaser as deposit monies shall
be:

(a) Held by the Agentin theirtrust account as stakeholder pending completion, or
(b) invested by the Agent as stakeholder in an interest bearing account on terms and
conditions as agreed upon between the Principal and the purchaser as notified to the
Agent in writing.

The Agentis entitled to deducttheir above fee, expenses and charges from such monies
on receipt of authorisation from the Purchaser or their Solicitors to account to the Principal
or their Solicitor.

13. The Principal acknowledges that they have been furnished with a printed guide to the
Agent's fees and commissions and to the expenses for which the Agent will be required to
be reimbursed.

$
$

$

$ is the amount of expenses or charges

Dated this

...........................

..............

(signature of principals)

*

...... day of. ........

(signature of agent)
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